Comparison between microcolonies of ≥2 cell bodies after the 37 °C incubation and re-budding (for at least one cell body) after the 25 °C downshift were performed in 2×2 contingency tables using a one-tailed Fisher's exact test.
FM1873-1 (C2)
UPD on V in "correct" direction in red sector; partial UPD in "incorrect" direction on V in white sector. FM1873-2 (C2) UPD on V in "correct" direction in red sector; no clear event on V in white sector. FM1873-3 (C2) No detectable events on V. FM1873-7 (C2) No detectable events on V in red sector. In white sector, V has terminal LOH (about 110 kb). FM1873-14 (C2) RUPD on V.
FM1873-19 (C2)
UPD on V in red sector; no obvious change on V in white sector. AGING 1 Parentheses after the strain name indicate whether the strain was experimental (E2, incubated for six hours at 37 ºC in liquid) or control (C2, not incubated at the restrictive temperature). 2 Strains either treated at 37 ºC for six hours (E) or untreated (C) at the restrictive temperature were plated on solid medium containing canavanine. After colonies were formed, we purified cells derived from red and white sectors, and determined whether cells from these sectors were Hyg R or Hyg S (as indicated in the table). The hph marker was located distal to can1-100 on the W303-1A-derived chromosome. Thus, a reciprocal crossover (RCO) or reciprocal UPD event would be expected to produce a hygromycin-resistant red sector, and a hygromycin-sensitive white sector. Code: T-LOH (terminal LOH event), I-LOH (interstitial LOH event), Tri (trisomy), UPD (uniparental disomy), RCO (reciprocal crossover), and RUPD (reciprocal uniparental disomy). 3 The arrays for sectored colonies were done with arrays that had dense SNPs for chromosomes I, III, V and VIII, but few SNPs on other chromosomes. Thus, we tabulate only events involving chromosome V. AGING e These strains were used as TOP2 controls during clonogenic assays (n=3 independent experiments). In all cases, 100% viability was maintained after 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 24 and 48 h incubations at 37 ºC. f These homozygous diploids were made through the one-step marker-free transformation-based protocol described in Supplementary Figure 9 . g These strains were shown by SNP and copy number arrays to carry the genome alteration shown between brackets. For instance, the hybrid heterozygous top2-5/top2-5 diploid FM1873 carried two genome rearrangements when compared to its isogenic TOP2/TOP2 counterpart: 3-4 copies of cXIV and a t-LOH at cXII right arm. AGING 
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